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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

 

IOF event advisor technical delegate 

FISO: 

                     Gianpiero Grassi 

Event director: Marcello Primon 

Course planner long: Valter Giovanelli 

Course planner relay: Fabio Padovan 

Long and relay controller: Paride Grava 

Data Processing: Edoardo Tona 

Secretary: Manlio Fattor 

Start director: Paolo Rech 

Finish director: Walter Mazzucco 

Speaker: Stefano Galletti 

 

ORGANISING TEAM 

ORIDOLOMITI Via Boscariz 34/a – 32032 Feltre BL 

Web: https://www.oridolomiti.it 

Mail: oridolomiti@yahoo.it 

Bank : Credito Cooperativo delle Prealpi - A.S.D ORIENTEERING DOLOMITI, CODE IBAN 

IT63I0890461110025000000264 / BIC – ICRAITR1P4R 

PROGRAM 

On Friday, September 8th afternoon, you can collect the team’s envelopes at the the Town Hall 

di Tambre. (46.129159, 12.423047). 

From September 3rd a model event will be set few Km far from the race area in Archeton 

(46.066354, 12.416924): it will have 3 trails short, medium and long. Flag markers will be placed. It is 

possible to free download them from the website oridolomiti.it or maps will be ready available at the 

hotel reastaurant “Dal Cogo” 0437472006 in Spert for 1€ each. 

 

Time What  Place 

 

FRIDAY 8 SEPTEMBER 2017 

16.30 Opening Secretariat         Town hall Tambre 

19.30 Closing Secretariat                                                                                 

mailto:oridolomiti@yahoo.it
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GENERAL MAP 

 

 

 

 

RESTAURANTS AND ACCOMODATION 

There will be a stand next to the Competition Centre, where you can have lunch at a special 

price by the ANA Group of Spert D'Alpago. The booking is welcome on the spot in the morning 

of the race. 

 

SATURDAY 9 SEPTEMBER 2017 –  SANT’ANNA – Italian Long Championship 

9.00 Opening Secretariat meeting point 

11.00 LONG – First Start                                                                                     

16.00 LONG–Prizegiving 
ceremony                                                                    

meeting point 

Sunday, September 10 – Loc. SANT’ANNA - Italian Cup Relay 

8.00 Opening Secretariat meeting point 

10.00 Start Relay first classes                                          

14.00                              Relay -  Prizegiving         

              ceremony                                                                    

meeting point 
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For touristic, catering and hotel information please refer to the indicated websites: 

- http://www.alpago.bl.it/web/cmalpago/vivere                 

- http://www.alpagocansiglio.eu/ospitalita.html  

For the backpackers it will be possible to reserve the stay overnight on Friday 8th and Saturday 

9th from 18.30 until 9.00 am in the Farra D'Alpago Gym. 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/46.1199199,12.3579616 . Reference phone for opening   --

---- 

The interested people or groups will have to communicate in advance the individual names and 

their Team names to the email address: oridolomiti@yahoo.it  .  

The cost of a single overnight stay is 3 €. The payment must be done at the collection of the 

team’s envelopes. 

PARKING 

To reach the race area you must access from Sant’Anna or disqualification will be applied. For 

both days the parking will be available from the meeting zone for 1.5km toward Sant’Anna 

GPS coordinated race area 46.111210, 12.439725   

For the campers a parking will be available at 1,7 Km from the race area by the parking of the 

Hotel Col Indes (46.121999, 12.437826). Moreover, a new camper area is available in the upland 

“Piana Del Cansiglio’. 

KINDERGARTEN 

During the competition, at the finish area, an animation service for children will be set up, 

(communication is welcome by email to oridolomiti@yahoo.it  to better optimize the staff 

required). 

SECREATRY AT THE RACE AREA 

Pick up race bibs, Si-Card, sign up (Esordienti, Direct e Direct1) and information.                                   

The opening times are available on the table above. 

SHOWGROUND LONG   

Showground is at 1000-1300 m above sea level. Tipical Carsic terrain with many holes 

“doline”. The forest has good visibility and high running velocity in almost all the race area. 

There are several traces of animals not marked on the map. 

http://www.alpago.bl.it/web/cmalpago/vivere
http://www.alpagocansiglio.eu/ospitalita.html
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/46.1199199,12.3579616
mailto:oridolomiti@yahoo.it
mailto:oridolomiti@yahoo.it
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SHOWGROUND RELAY 

Showground at 1000-1200 m above the sea level. Tipical carsic terrain with many holes 

“doline” and rocks. Very good visibility and running velocity is reduced only in certain areas. 

Some trails are diffcult to localize because of leaves in the under forest. 

 

 

MAPS 

“Forest of the Cansiglio Baldassarre-Pian Di Landro” Norm ISOM 2000 - Map Survey 2017, 

Brand FISO CO 1041. 

Long:  

 Scale 1:15.000 for M/WE M/W20 

 Scale 1:7.500 for beginners, M/W12                                                                                                                                     

 Scale 1:10.000 for all classes 

Relay: 

 Scale 1:7.500 for beginners                                                                                                

 Scale 1:10.000 for all classes 
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 Maps are printed on high strength Blue Back paper, available plastic envelopes to 

protect the map in case of rain. The WRE maps and those of the Italian Championship 

will be already packed.  

 ENTRIES DEADLINE 

Entries for all categories: Monday, September 4, at 23.59. 

Please note that Italian Elite athletes must have entered the WRE ID in their personal 

enrollment. 

Foreign Clubs via e-mail to iscrizioni@ortarzo.it ; 

Foreign Elite Athletes via the IOF Eventor system  http://eventor.orienteering.org  

Entries in loco only for Beginners Direct e Direct 1 until 11.00 h (long) and  10.00 (relay), but 

we suggest that teams do the entries in advance. 

  

costs: for each athlete the sign up for the single race has the following rates:  

 Long: 

 Categories : Beginners , M/W12, M/W14, M/W16 , DIRECT, DIRECT1  5€                         

 Other categories  12€ 

 SI-Card rental  1€ 

 

 Relay: 

 Categories:  Beginners, M/W13, M/W15/17, DIRECT  5€ 

 Other categories  12€ 

 SI-Card rental  1€ 

Payment:   

 On the day of the race by the secretary of the race at the pickup of the team bags  

 For teams that make the payment in advance via bank transfer: Banca di Credito 

Cooperativo delle Prealpi - A.S.D ORIENTEERING DOLOMITI, CODICE IBAN 

IT63I0890461110025000000264 / BIC – ICRAITR1P4R 

RACE BIB 

The race bib has to be hold in a visible way on the chest. The athletes without race bib cannot 

start the race. It is forbidden to cover or hide parts of the race bib. The race bib is unique for 

the two races and includes the information of the start time. 

RACE LONG 
CATEGORIES LONG 

Italian championship and race WRE M/W Elite (WRE: M/W 21 Elite). 

Italian championship M/W-14, M/W-16, M/W-18, M/W-20, M/W35+, M/W40+, M/W45+, 

M/W50+, M/W55+, M/W60+, M/W65+, M/W70+, M/W75+. 

mailto:iscrizioni@ortarzo.it
http://eventor.orienteering.org/
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Categories which do not assign the title of Italian championship M/W-12, M/W B, M/W 

C,  ESORDIENTI, DIRECT, DIRECT1. 

RACE ARENA 

 

START PROCEDURE 

The start is 15 minutes walking 

 

LATE STARTERS 

The late athletes have to warn the start responsible and follow a different procedure 

(race bib check and take description points). In order to not bother the other athletes of 

the same category, the late athletes will have to wait that the responsible authorizes 

them to take the maps and start. The athlete starting time won’t change unless the 

delay is caused by the organization. 

POINTS DESCRIPTION  

The points description for each category will have to be picked up from the athletes at 

the pre-start (gate -3). Moreover the points description is printed on the map. 
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REFRESHMENT AREAS 

In addition to water points along course, another refresh zone will be prepared at the 

finish line 

CAUTION 

The M ELITE race will have a map change with Dalarna method: the athletes will receive 

a printed front/back maps inside a plastic bag (forbidden to leave the bag in the forest), 

after the stamp of the last check point of the first part, they will turn the map for 

continuing the second part (the start triangle correspond with the last check point of the 

first part) 

RELAY RACE 
CATEGORY RELAY 

3 fractionists italian Chanpionship M/W 15/17, M/W 19/20, M/W ELITE, M/W 35, M/W 

45, M/W 55, M/W 65(2 fractionists) 

Category which not assign the italian champion title M/W 13, M/W AK, ESORDIENTI, 

DIRECT, OPEN. 

RACE ARENA 
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STARTING PROCEDURE 

1 FRACTION  

The athlete must enter the launch area only from the prearrange entry, where he will 

do CLEAR and CHECK. The athlete will position himself on the map related with its 

number bib. Only after the start will be allowed to turn the map with the race course. 

2-3 FRACTION 

Only after the team mate passage inside the arena it will be possible to enter the 

change zone. The estimate time to cover the last part of the course is between 4 and 10 

minutes. The takeover will be do with a touch hand. The map is placed inside the 

change area and it will be rolled up, the athlete will have to take the map and keep it 

rolled up in the moment of entering the area until the start. It is forbidden to open and 

look at the map before the start, otherwise disqualification will apply. In case of a sprint 

finish of the 3rd factionist the winner is who passes the finish line first and the time of 

the stations will not be considered. 

TIME OF LAUNCHES 

Launch fraction 1: 

10.00 hours 10.10 hours 10.20 hours 

M20 WE ME 

W20 M45 M35 

M17 W45 W35 

W13 W17 W55 

M55 M13 M65 

W65 MAK OPEN 

WAK   

Launch fraction 2: (not yet received the exchange): 11.30 h 

Launch fraction 3: (not yet received the exchange): 12.30 h 

FINISH PROCEDURES 

The athletes will stop their own time of race by stopping by at the stamp point FINISH 

at the line of finish. We advise to free the line of finish as soon as possible to leave 

room for the other following athletes. The athletes have to go to the point of download 

of the data of the SI Card and then go to the exit. In case of problems like 

malfunctioning of the station or errors of registration, missing stamps, the athlete has 

to go to the responsible of the data elaboration to show the problem. Race maps will be 

immediately re-collected after the data download.  

IMPORTANT!! The winner of the relay race is who passes for the finish line with the 3rd 

factionist. 

 

CHRONOMETER 

The chronometer system will happen via sportident. The athletes have to stamp to the control 

points by inserting the SI card in the hole of the station fixed on the peg/stake. An acoustic 
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and visual signal will confirm that the stamping has been registered. If the station sport ident 

does not work (i.e. for the missing of the signal) the athlete has to stamp his own map with 

the manual stamping tool and show it at the finish. 

MAXIMUM TIME 

The maximum time per athlete will be of 3 hours for the Long and 2 hours for the relay, the 

athlete that will pass these times will be ranked as over the max time  (FT) 

WITHDRAWAL 

It is mandatory for the athletes that do not end the race to pass by the finish and download 

their SI-card. 

CHIUSURA DEI PERCORSI 

The trails will be closed after 3 hours (long) and 2 hours (realy), from the start of the last 

racer. After this limit time the athletes will be ranked over the max time  (FT). 

TRAINING (MODEL EVENT) 

From the day September 3rd a model event will be set at a few Km far from the race area in 

Archeton (46.066354, 12.416924) with 3 different available trails short, medium, long. There will be 

flag markers. It is possible to free download them from the website oridolomiti.it or you can 

get the ready maps at the hotel restaurant  “Dal Cogo” 0437472006 in Spert for  1€ each. 

PREMIAZIONI 

Prizes will be given to the first 3 athletes of each race of each category (DIRECT e DIRECT1 

excluded). 

 

 

 


